
This is", petitionto,he!psupportthe proposition of a loading zone right in front of Haydee's Restaurant that willhelp alleviate

the 1()IJd...~&tbe31fiJO:p,0c!c of Mt. Pleasant and benefit establishments such as HAYDEE'SRESTAURANT,LEEUQUOR~~
srORE;~__~GIJE".,ADELANTE, SAlVADORDELMUNDOALPHAOMEGAand other businesses In the blockThe

Unlted~t'are urging DDOTto comply with the businesses because these businesses mentioned earlier

an more.~.sUffJ!nngtQ,l'lay the fines from parking enforcement and police officers who have no sympathy toward
any of the situations. The fines that are given to the people who park in the zone are in the range of $ 100.00-$1000.00 which is
dearly an excessive dtation. In the 3000 and 3100 blockof Mt. Pleasant St there is not a single loading zone for an area with
more than 2S latIno business. Compare this statistic with the 3200 blockwhere there are 5 loading zones. There are more
than 300 deliveries perweek in the 3100 block 50as you can see we need all the support we can get. Please help us to get this

loading zone.



This is a petition to help support the proposition of a Ioadln8zone right in front of Haydee's Restaurant that willhelp alleviate
the loading situation in the 3100 blockof Mt. Pleasant and benefit establishments such as HAYDEE'SRESTAURANT,LEEUQUOR

STORE'pUPUSERIASANMIGUEL,ADELANTE,SALVADOR,*L MUNDOALPHAOMEGAand other businesses in the blockThe

United businesses of MTPleasant are urging DDOTto comptt with the businesses because these businesses mentioned earlier
an more businesses are suffering to play the fines from parlfng enforcement and police officers who have no sympathy toward
any of the situations. The fines that are given to the people Whopark in the zone are in the range of $ 100.OD-$1000.00which is
dearly an excessive citation. In the 3000 and 3100 blockof ~ Pleasant St there is not a single loading zone for an area with
more than 2S Latinobusiness. Compare this statistic with tfte 3200 blockwhere there are 5 loading zones. There are more
than 300 deliveries per week in the 3100 block so as you cat! see we need all the support we can get. Please help us to get this
loading zone.
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